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RELATIVE IMAGINARY QUADRATIC FIELDS

OF CLASS NUMBER 1 OR 2

BY

LARRY JOEL GOLDSTEIN«

Abstract. Let if be a normal totally real algebraic number field. It is shown how

to effectively classify all totally imaginary quadratic extensions of class number 1. Let

K be a real quadratic field of class number 1, whose fundamental unit has norm — 1.

Then it is shown how to effectively classify all totally imaginary quadratic extensions

of class number 2.

1. Introduction. Let A- be a totally real field, and let L he a totally imaginary

quadratic extension of K. Holding Affixed, there are only a finite number of fields L

having a given class number hL [3]. For K= Q, the problem of effectively determin-

ing all L having a given class number has its origins in Gauss' Disquisitiones.

Although extensive work has been done over a period of many years, the first

notable successes have come only fairly recently. In 1966, Stark [6] settled the

problem K=Q, hL=\. In 1970, the author [4] reduced the problem K=Q, hL = 2

to a conjecture on linear forms in the logarithms of algebraic numbers. A weak

form of this conjecture was proven by Baker [1] and Stark [6]. Their form of the

conjecture sufficed to settle the class number 2 problem. In the present work we will

consider the problems hL=\ and hL = 2 for algebraic number fields other than Q.

The basic idea is to reduce the analytic difficulties back to the case K= Q, where

the situation has been carefully studied. Therefore, the methods of this paper have

a distinctly algebraic character and are somewhat more elementary than was

required in the cited references.

The starting point of this work is the result of Heilbronn and Linfoot [5] who

proved that all imaginary quadratic fields of class number 1 have discriminants

è-200, with one possible exception. It is an immediate consequence of this

result that there are at least 9 and at most 10 imaginary quadratic fields of class

number 1. It is interesting to note, however, that all known proofs that there are

exactly 9 imaginary quadratic fields of class number 1 make no use of the result of

Heilbronn and Linfoot, but rather classify the relevant fields directly.

The work of Heilbronn and Linfoot was generalized by T. Tatuzawa [9], who

proved that for h ̂  1, d=the discriminant of an imaginary quadratic field of class
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number _ h, then

\d\ ^ 2100/i2log2(13/i),

with one possible exceptional d.

Recently, J. Sunley [8] has generalized Tatuzawa's result as follows:

Theorem [S]. Let h¡í 1 and let K be a fixed totally real algebraic number field.

Further, let L be a totally imaginary quadratic extension of K, having class number

hL and discriminant dL. Then there exists an effectively computable constant c = c(K, h)

such that ifh^hL, then \dL\^c, with the possible exception of one field L.

In this paper, we will prove

Theorem 1. Let all notations be as in [S], and assume that K is normal. Then the

exceptional field (if it exists) must be normal over Q.

Theorem 2. Let all notations be as in [S], and assume that K is normal. Assume

that L/Q is normal.

(1) If hL=l, then either L = K((—p)112), where Q((—p)112) is an imaginary

quadratic field of class number 1, or L belongs to a finite, effectively determined

collection of fields.

(2) Let K be a real quadratic field of class number 1 and fundamental unit of norm

= —1. If hL=2, then either L=K((-pq)112), where Q((—pq)112), is an imaginary

quadratic field of class number 2, or L belongs to a finite, effectively determined

collection of fields.

As immediate consequences of [S], Theorems 1 and 2, and the effective classifica-

tion of imaginary quadratic fields of class number 1 and 2, we get

Theorem 3. Assume that K is normal. There exists an effectively determined

constant c = c(A, h) such that if L has class number h and L/Q is nonnormal, then

\dL\ûc.

Theorem 4. Assume that K is normal. It is possible to effectively determine all

those Lfior which hL=l.

Theorem 5. Let K be a real quadratic field of class number 1 whose fundamental

unit has norm — 1. Then it is possible to effectively determine all those L for which

hL = 2.

It may be possible to generalize Theorem 5 to the case of arbitrary totally real K,

but we do not see how to accomplish this at the present time.

The author wishes to acknowledge, with sincere thanks, many helpful conversa-

tions with J. Sunley, R. Greenberg, and Y. Furuta, and a number of valuable

suggestions of the referee.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Throughout this paper, let A" be a normal totally real

algebraic number field of degree n and class number hK. Let N=Nkiq and let
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x-^x(i> (lá/^n) denote the distinct conjugation maps of K. Further, let

P=AYS1/2) he a totally imaginary quadratic extension of K and let hL denote the

class number of L.

In order to prove Theorem 1, let us assume that L/Q is not normal. Since K is

normal, the conjugate fields of L are all of the form L¡ = Ä"((8(i))1/2) (1 ̂ i¿n), and

since L is not normal, there exists an i(1 ^i¿¡n) such that

AY81'2) j* Kii8™)112).

Since L is isomorphic to L¡ over Q, L and L¡ have the same discriminant d. Thus, if

\d\ > c, where c is as in [S], then we get an immediate contradiction to [S]. Therefore,

\d\ ^c and L cannot be the exception field. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. Preliminaries to the Proof of Theorem 2.

Lemma 3-1. If L has class number 1, then K has class number \. If L has class

number 2, then K has class number 1 or 2.

Proof. Let K* (resp. L*) denote the Hubert class field of K (resp. L). Then

K*L is an unramified, abelian extension of L, so that K*L<^L*. But since K*/K

is unramified, K* is totally real and thus K* is linearly disjoint from L over K.

Therefore, degiK*L/L) = degiK*/K)=hK. But if L has class number 1, L*=L,

so that deg iK*L/L) = \ => hK = 1. On the other hand, if L has class number 2, then

deg iL*/L) = 2 and therefore hK = 1 or 2.

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume throughout the remainder of this paper

that ifL has class number 2, then K has class number 1.

By Lemma 3-1 and the assumption, the ring of integers £>K of K is a unique

factorization domain and therefore we may write L = Kip}12) where p. is a square-

free integer of K. Let

2C,-«*•••«■

where pf is a K-orime. Suppose that

fci>0*   0 ú i ¿ s),       fc^O,   (í+1 ^ i g í).

Let /-j (1 ̂ iès) denote the largest nonnegative integer ^k¡ such that there exists

ute K such that p = uf (mod p2r<). Then, by a classical result of Kummer theory,

(1) ¿L,K  =  fl *?<*<-'<>    ■    FI fP-Ä,
1=1 l=s+l

where i/L/lr denotes the relative discriminant of the extension L/K. Since the p,

are principal, we can choose an integer 8e K such that

(2) L = AYS1'2),       dL!K = 8DK.

Note that S is determined up to multiplication by the square of a unit of K.
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Choose b e £>K so that

b = u¡   (mod pîO       (1 ^ i ^ s),

let pt=irtOK (lèièt), and let A=n?-i "<'. Then 1, (b-p.m)/\ is an integral basis

of L. In particular, every integer of L can be written in the form

(3) (x+yp-V2)ß      (x,yeOK).

Lemma 3-2. Let UK (resp. UL) denote the group of units of 0K (resp. Ol). If

\N(p.)\>4n,thenUK=UL.

Proof. Let u = (x+y(p.ll2))/X e UL. Then \NLiQ(u)\ = l, so that

(4) \N(x2-p-y2)\ = \NLlQ(X)\ = |TV(A)|2 ̂  4\

However, if y^O,

\N(x2-p.y2)\ ^ |AW)I > 4n\Niy)\2 ^ 4n,

which is a contradiction to (4). Therefore, y—0 and u e UK. Thus, C/LS UK. The

converse inclusion is obvious.

Lemma 3-3. Let L* = the Hubert class field of L and assume that hL=2. Then

there exists an integer a e K such that

(i) L* = A(a1/2, 81'2),

(ii) dK(aii2yK = a£>K.

Proof. Since deg (L*/L) = 2, there exist a, ß e K such that

L* = L((a+/3Sl'2)1/2).

If ß^O, then L**=L((a+ß8112)112, (a-/SS1'2)1'2) is an unramified extension of L

of degree 4 (since 7_((a + /S81'2)1'2)=Z,((a-/381'2)1'2) implies that (a+^S1'2)1'2

= a(a—j8S1,2)1,2-|-è (a,beL)) which is impossible since L has class number 2.

Therefore, ß = 0. Using the same reasoning as led to (1), we may choose a to be an

integer in A and alter it by the square of A to ensure that (ii) holds.

The next result requires Furuta's formula [2] for the genus number of an abelian

extension ; so let us briefly review Furuta's theory. Let M and A'' be number fields,

M/N abelian. Let Af* = the maximal unramified extension of M which is normal

over TV. Then M * is called the genus field of the extension M/N, and the degree of

M* over M is called the genus number of the extension M/N. Furuta has found the

following beautiful formula for the genus number:

(5) deg(M*/M) = -   -h>iTkeL_
deg (M0/N)[UN: US,]

where

/ijv=the class number of TV,

p runs over all TV-primes,
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M0 = the maximum abelian extension of A^ contained in M,

e'„ = the ramification index of the maximum abelian extension of Nv contained

in Afp, where p is any M-prime dividing p, and Nv and Mv are the respective

completions of N and M at p and p,

UN = the group of units of DN,

UM=the group of units of Ow which are locally everywhere norms of units in M.

Proposition 3-4. Assume that \N(jx)\>4n.

(a) IfhL=\, then dUK is divisible by exactly one prime.

(b) IfhL = 2, then dUK is divisible by exactly two primes.

Proof. As above, let L* denote the Hubert class field of P. In case (a), L*=L,

so that L* is abelian over A. In case (b), Lemma 3-3 asserts that L* is abelian over A".

In either case, the genus field of the extension L/K is L* and the genus number is

hL. Let us use (5) to compute the genus number in a different way. We set M=L,

N=K, M0=L. Suppose that dLIK is divisible by r distinct finite A-primes. Since A"

is totally real and L is totally imaginary, every infinite A"-prime ramifies in L.

Therefore,

Moreover, by Lemma 3-1, and our restrictive assumption in case hL=2, we have

hK = \. Further, by Hasse's theorem, an element of Ax which is everywhere a local

norm from L is a global norm from L. Therefore, by Lemma 3-2,

VI = NmUK 2 U2.

But by Dirichlet's theorem, UKz{± l}xZn~\ so that [UK: C/£]^2n. Assembling

all the data into Furuta's formula, we get hL^2r~1, from which (a) and (b) follow

immediately, since hL = 2 implies that A" is a real quadratic field with fundamental

unit of norm — 1.

In the remainder of this section, we will study the case hL = 2 more thoroughly.

We found that in this case P*=P(a1/2, S1'2). Let K'=K(a112). Then by the tran-

sitivity formula for the discriminant, we see that

dL-iK = d2UKNUKdL.IL = 82DK

since L*/L is unramified. On the other hand,

dh'iK = dK.¡K-NK'¡KdL-iK- = a NK'¡KdL.¡K..

Therefore, a\8. Let ß=8/a. Then ß e DK and L* = A(a1/2, ß112), aß = 8, dL!s = 8DK.

Set L' = A"(<x1/2) and L" = K(ß112). We have already normalized a so that dVIK = *£>K.

We claim that a and ß are each divisible by one prime. This will follow from

Theorem 3-5. One of the fields L', L" is totally real and the other is totally

imaginary.
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Proof. Let JK denote the idele group of K. If F/K is an abelian extension, let

H(F) denote the admissible subgroup of JK corresponding to F. Let p«,f0,. -., P«,,r

denote the infinite primes of K, and let

8».i = («>,«) e/jt       (Oúiúr)

be the idele defined by

«t>,i =1 (P ï Poo.i)

= -1       (p = »>„,,).

Since L, is a quadratic extension of A, [/#: Ü(L)] = 2. Moreover, since A is totally

real and L is totally imaginary, 8x0 $ H(L). Therefore, we have the coset decom-

position

(6) JK = H(L) u S^oi/tL).

Let S denote the set of all A-primes p such that fi(L/K) = l,fp(L*/K) = 2, where fa

denotes the residue class degree. Since L* = K(a112, ß112), L*/K is an abelian exten-

sion with the Klein 4-group as Galois group. Therefore, by Tchebotarev's density

theorem, S has Dirichlet density \ and, in particular, is infinite. Therefore, let us

choose p e S such that (i) p is finite and (ii) p does not ramify in L*. Let v be a local

uniformizing parameter at p. Then -n is a local norm from Lp, but is not a local

norm from L*. Therefore, the idele

¿ = (1,..., 1,7T, 1,..., Y)eJK

t

P

is in H(L)-H(L*). However, by class field theory, H(L*)sH(L) and

[H(L) : H(L*)] = 2. Therefore,

H(L) = H(L*) u bH(£*).

Thus, by (6), we see that

(7) JK = H(L*) u bH(L*) u 8Xi0H(L*) u 8„,0bH(L*).

Furthermore, since L*/K is abelian and L* is the Hubert class field of L, L* is the

maximal unramified extension of L which is abelian over K. Thus, L* is the genus

field of L over K. Therefore, by [2, Proposition 1], we know that

(8) H(L*) = K*NLIKUL,

where NUK denote the idele norm from L to K and UL is the group of unit ideles of

L. By class field theory, we have

(9) H(L') = H(L*) u 8„.0HiL%

(10) #(L") = Ü(L*) u 8„¡QbH(L*).
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Let us show that L' is totally real and that L" is totally imaginary. It clearly suffices

to prove the former since aß is totally negative. But

(11) L' is totally real o S«,,, e H(L')       (1 í i á r).

Let us assume that L' is not totally real. Then for some i (1^/gr), we have

8aA$H(L'). By (7) and (9), we must have either (a) 8^tiebH(L*) or (b) 8„¿

e Sœ^èTfiP*). On account of (8), there exist k e Ax, ue NLiKUL, such that either

(a) 8œibu=k or

(b) 8Kfi8OOt0bu=k.

Since L*/'L is unramified, NLIKUL = NL.IKUL.^NLI¡KUU. Therefore, ueNUlKUL.

Let [ , L'/K]: JK~^{± 1} denote the global norm residue symbol for L'/K. Since

H(L') is the kernel of [ , L'/K] and since 8X¡0 e H(L'), u e H(L'), k e H(L'), we

see that [b, L'/K] = — 1 => p is inert in L'/K => p is decomposed in L"/A (since

/p(L/A) = l,/p(L*/A) = 2). Thus, with finitely many exceptions, every prime of S

is decomposed in L"/A. Therefore, with finitely many exceptions, every A"-prime p

which decomposes in L decomposes in L'. Therefore, by Bauer's theorem(2)

L^L" => L = L", which gives a contradiction, since then L" is totally imaginary

and L' is totally real.

Let us assume that a is totally positive and ß is totally negative. Recall that we

normalized a so that dUIK = aDK. Claim that

(12) dL.IK = ßDK.

We have already shown that

(13) dVL.IK = dL.IK = 82DK.

But by Theorem 3-5, the fields L' and L" are linearly disjoint over K. Therefore,

where S>M/W denotes the difference of the extension M/N. Thus, dVL~lK = d2.lK-dl~IK,

and therefore dL-IK=ßDK.

Corollary 3-6. Assume that hL=2 and |7Viju.)| > 4n. Then a and ß are each

divisible by exactly one K-prime.

Proof. Since K has class number 1, a and ß are both divisible by at least one

A-prime, since otherwise L' or L" would be an unramified abelian extension of A.

However, aß = 8 and, by Proposition 3-4(b), 8 is divisible by exactly 2 A-primes.

Therefore, it suffices to show that a and ß cannot both be divisible by the same

A"-prime p. But if p\a and p|j8, then p is totally ramified in L'L"=L*. But since L*/P

(2) See M. Bauer, Zur Theorie der Algebraischen Zahlkörper, Math. Ann. 77 (1916), or

H. Hasse, Bericht über neuere Untersuchungen und Probleme aus der Theorie der algebraischen

Zahlkörper, II, Jber. Deutsch. Math. Verein. 35 (1926), §25.
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is unramified, no A-prime can be totally ramified in L*. Thus, a contradiction is

reached and the corollary is established.

4. Proof of Theorem 2 in Case hL= 1. We assume throughout this section that

L = K(8112) is of class number 1 and normal over Q. If x e A"x, we will denote by

(x) the principal A-ideal generated by x. Let e1;..., er (r=n — 1) be a basis for the

free part of the group of A"-units.

Reduction 1. We may assume that \(N(p)\ >4n.

For there are only finitely many integral A-ideals 91 such that TV9X S 4n. Since A"

has class number 1, every such ideal is principal. Let r¡ run through some fixed set

of generators for these ideals. Then, if |TV(S)| ̂4", L is one of the finite collection

of fields A((£77)1/2), where

(14) e = f] %       (\úii<h<--< h Ú r).
i = l

These fields may be individually tested to determine which has class number 1

(using the Minkowski bound, say). Thus, we may restrict ourselves to L such that
|TV(8)|>4n.

By Proposition 3-4(a) and Reduction 1, we know that 8 is divisible by exactly

one A"-prime p.

Reduction 2. We may assume that p is not a divisor of 2.

For if pu ■ ■ •> -Ps are the A-primes dividing 2 and if tt, is a generator of pf, then

the fields L for which 8 is divisible by some pt are of the form K((ent)m) or K(e112),

where e is given by (14). Once again these fields may be individually studied.

Reduction 3. We may assume that p\dK.

For if p\dK and if the primes dividing dK are qu • • -i In» then L 1S of the form

A((eA,)1/2), where A, is a generator of q, and e is of the form (14).

Henceforth, we will assume that Reductions 1-3 have been carried out. By

Reduction 2 and equation (1), 8 = pis irreducible. Let/? be the rational prime which

p divides. Let us renumber the conjugates 8(i) so that the distinct A-primes dividing

p are (8(1>),..., (8(r>). Then, by Reduction 3, (p) = (S(1>) • ■ • (8<r>). Thus, S(1> • • • 8« = lp

for some A"-unit £. If r is even, then since 8 is totally negative, we have t,p is totally

positive. Since L is normal over Q, (8(i))1/2 6 L (1 = i ̂ r) => (lp)1'2 e L => (lp)1'2 e K

since tp is totally positive. But then, p ramifies in A", which contradicts Reduction 3.

Thus r is odd and £ is totally negative. Assume that £?£ — x2 for some x e A". Then,

if/?=l (mod 4), L = K((lp)112) and L(pll2) = K(?l2,p112) is an unramified extension

of L of degree 2. But this contradicts the fact that L has class number 1. On the

other hand, if p m 3 (mod 4), then L=A"((^)1/2) and L(( -p)1'2) = K(( -1)112, ( -p)112)

is an unramified quadratic extension of L, which is again a contradiction to the fact

that L has class number 1. Thus, i=—x2 for some xeK and (—p)1'2 eL^> L

= K((-Py2).

Claim. Q((—p)112) has class number 1.
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Let 77* denote the Hubert class field of Q(( -p)112). Then K- 77* is an unramified,

abelian extension of K((—p)112). However, since K((—p)ll2)=L has class number 1,

we see that

(15) A"-77* = K((-p)112) ^ 77* S A«-/?)1'2).

Moreover, it is clear that

(16) (-/>)1,2e77*.

Let 770* denote the maximal real subfield of 77*. Then 77* = 770*ß((-/>)1,2)>

77*£K, by (15) and (16). Assume that deg (H*/Q)> 1. Then there exists a ß-prime

q^p such that q ramifies in 77*. For by Minkowski's theorem, there exists a

ß-prime q which ramifies in 77* and q^p by Reduction 3. Moreover, if 2 does not

ramify in Q((—p)ll2)/Q, we see that q ramifies in 77*, but does not ramify in

Q((-p)ll2)/Q. But this is a contradiction to the fact that H*/Q((-p)112) is un-

ramified. Thus, deg(770*/ß) = l => 770* = ß => H* = Q((-p)m) => Q((-p)112) has

class number 1. If 2 ramifies in Q((-p)ll2)/Q, then p = \ (mod 4) and p112 e 77*.

Thus p ramifies in A, contrary to Reduction 3.

From the claim and Stark's theorem, we know that the only possibilities for p

are p = 3, 7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163. Thus, except for the fields set aside in making

Reductions 1-3, the only possibilities for L are

L = Atr-3)1'2), A((-7y2), ¿-((-11)1'2), AYX-19)1'2), K((-43)1"i),

AÍT-67)1'2), A\(-163)1/2).

This completes the proof of Theorem 2 in case hL=\.

5. Proof of Theorem 2 in Case hL = 2. Throughout this section, we will assume

that A" is a real quadratic field of discriminant d, whose fundamental unit e has

norm — 1. Further, we will assume that L is a totally imaginary quadratic extension

of K of class number 2 such that L/Q is normal.

From the results of §3, we know that L* = A((a1/2, ß112), where a, ß e A, and a

is totally negative and ß totally positive. Moreover, since L/Q is normal and L has

class number 2, L* is normal over Q. As in §4, it suffices to consider the case where

|Af(8)[ >4n. We will assume throughout that we are in this case. Then, from the

results of §3, we know that a and ß are both divisible by exactly one A"-prime.

Suppose that a is divisible by p and ß by q. Let p and q he, respectively, the ß-

primes dividing p and q. Also note that, since A has class number 1, <7=8 or dis an

odd prime discriminant (that is, d= 8 or d is a prime and d= 1 (mod 4)). Note that

the situation we are considering actually occurs. In fact, there are 11 values of d

less than 100 for which our assumptions are satisfied :

d = 5, 8, 13, 17, 29, 37, 41, 53, 61, 73, 89, 97.

Let us consider four separate cases corresponding to p and q both odd; p = 2

and q odd; p odd and q = 2; p=q=2. First, however, let us collect some observa-

tions which are common to the four cases.
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Let Lt = Q(d112, ßm) denote the maximal real subfield of L*.

A. There exist no fields Lfior which p = the unique prime dividing d.

For suppose thatp = the unique prime dividing d. If rfis odd, then/? is odd and

a is an irreducible element of £>K. Therefore, a = —ead112 for some aeZ. But since

a is totally negative, and N(¿)= — 1, we see that a is even and, without loss of

generality, we may assume that a = ( — \/d)112. Since L*/Q is normal, a"1'4, ( — l)1'2

eL* => L* = Q(dlli, (-1)1'2) since deg(L*/ß) = 8. Therefore,

L = K((-4Vd)112).

But for this field, p = 2. Thus, we contradict the fact that p is odd. If d"=8, then

p = 2 and a= ±ea(21,2)b (a, b e Z). Since a is totally negative and N(e)= — 1, we

may assume that a= — (21,2)&. Since L*/Q is normal, ((\i2)")112 e L* and thus

L* = Q(2112, (- I)112, (W2)by2, ß1'2). If bis odd, then

L* = Q(2lli,(-l)ll2,ß1'2) = ß(21/4,(-l)1/2)

since deg (L*, Q) = 8. However, only one A-prime then ramifies in L*, which contra-

dicts Proposition 3-4(b). Thus b is even and L* = ß(21/2, ( —l)1'2, /S1'2). However,

since deg (L*/ß) = 8, ß e Q and thus since ß is totally positive,

L* = Q(2V2,(-l)ll2,qm).

Therefore, L = K((-a)1'2) = A"((-8q)112).

B. p=q = 2 occurs for only a finite number of fields and these can be effectively

determined.

This is clear.

C. There are no fields L for which p—q and both are odd.

For if p=q, then either /3= — eaa or = — eaa, where a denotes the conjugate of

a over K. Since ß is totally positive, and TV(e)= — 1, we see that a is even. And since

L*/Q is normal, (±a)1'2,(±a')112 eL* =>(-l)1,2eL* => 2 ramifies in L*. This

contradicts the fact that d, p, q are all odd.

D. There exists at most one field Lfior which q = d, namely

L* = Q(d"i, (-1)1'2),       L = K((-4Vd)112).

This follows from the proof of A.

Case I. p, q odd. In this case, both a and ß are irreducible. Upon examining the

factorization of p in K, we see that (p) = (a)ei(a')e2, for some integers e,=0, 1, 2,

where (x) denotes the A"-ideal generated by x. Since L*/Q is normal, (a')1'2 e L*

=>there exists a A"-unit i of constant signature such that (lp)112 eL*. If £ is totally

positive, p ramifies in L*, so that p = d or p=q. This is a contradiction by A and C.

Thus £ is totally negative and of the form — ea, a even. Thus, (— p)112 eL*. Applying

to a the same reasoning as we applied to p, we see that (-nq)1'2 e L* for some AT-unit

t] of constant signature. If t¡ is totally negative, then

( -VPq)112 eE* => p ramifies in L*   (since — -npq is totally positive)

=> p = d   or   p = q,
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which is a contradiction by A and C. Thus, t¡ is totally positive. But then since

N(e)= — 1, we have -n = ea for a even which implies q112 eL*. Thus, we have shown

that

Q(d1'2, ( -pY'2, q1'2) S P*,        Q(dil2, ( -p)112,0 = P*,

since deg(L*/ß) = 8 and d, p, q are distinct by A-D. Finally, we have

L = K((—pq)112). Moreover, since p and q are the only A-primes which ramify in

P, we see that p and q are inert in Q(d112) and -p and q are prime discriminants.

Case IL p odd,q = 2. As in Case I, we can prove that (—p)112 eL*. The difficulty

in this case is that ß may no longer be irreducible. Let 7r be a A-integer such that

q = (tr). Then /?=eV for some a, b e Z. If b is even, then a is even since ß is totally

positive and N(e)= — 1. But then ß112 e A, which is a contradiction to the fact that

deg (P*/A)=4, L* = K(a112, ß112). Thus, b is odd and (e^)1'2 eL*. If 2 is inert in

A", we may choose -n = 2. Then, since N(e)= — 1 and ea7r is totally positive, we see

that a is even and 21'2 eL*. If 2 decomposes in K, (eaTr)■ (ea-n)' = 2, and thus since

L*/Q is normal, 21'2 eL*. Finally, reasoning as in Case I, we see that

L* = Q(d112, (-p)112, 81'2),       P = K((-SPy2),

where — p is an odd prime discriminant.

Case III. p = 2, q odd. As in Case I, qmeL*. Let (tr) = p, a=-eanb where

a,beZ. If b is even, then a is even since N(e)= — 1 and (—1)1,2eL*. On the

other hand, if b is odd, then by reasoning as in Case II, we see that (-2)1'2 eL*.

Thus, by reasoning as in Case I, we get

L* = Q(dll2,(-4)ll2,q112)   or   L* = Q(d112, (-8)1'2,?1'2)

and

L = K((-4q)112)   or   P = K((-8q)112),

where q is an odd prime discriminant.

Case IV. p=q=2. By B, we may neglect this case from consideration.

We will now prove

Theorem 5-1. Let d± and d2 be distinct prime discriminants, neither equal to d,

such that d1d2<0 and K^d^)112) has class number 2. Then ß((i/i<4)1/2) has class

number 2.

Proof. Let 77=the Hubert class field of (¿((d^)112), 770=the maximal real sub-

field of 77. The only primes which can ramify in HQ are the primes dividing di and

d2. Since A'((rf1i/2)1/a) has class number 2, its Hubert class field is A"((</i)1/2, (d2)112).

Since 77 A is an unramified abelian extension of K^d^)112), we see that HK

SAXO/j)1'2,^)1'2)- Let d1<0, d2>0. Then (d,)112 e H and H=H0Q((d1)112),

770£K((d2)112). Moreover, d ramifies in A", but since di=d^ (i=\, 2), d does not
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ramify in H0. Therefore, H0^K((d2)112), so that

Ho = Q((d2y2) ^h= Q((d,y2, (d2y2)

=> deg (H/Q((d,d2Y'2)) = 2

=> QHd^)112) has class number 2.

By Cases I-IV and Theorem 5-1, it suffices to effectively determine all imaginary

quadratic fields of class number 2. But this is possible by the theorem of Baker and

Stark. This completes the proof of Theorem 2 in case hL = 2.
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